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Bonnie Filipovic

From: J'Carlin < >
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 6:54 PM
To: ; Michelle King; Russ Melton; PlanningCommission AP; Shaunn 

Mendrin; Travis Duncan; CityClerk AP; OCM AP; Mason Fong; Michael S. Goldman; Glenn 
Hendricks; Larry Klein; Gustav Larsson; Noren Caliva-Lepe; Planning AP; Nancy Smith; 
Trudi Ryan

Subject: Input on Cityline Project by Sares Regis

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Dear Planning Commissioners, Planning Staff, & Sares Regis, I want the best possible development projects to be built in 
our community.  
 
Sares Regis's impressive project will bring people to downtown and create a vibrant place. Here are some things to like 
about the current proposal:  
- The developer is bringing 793 homes, of which 11% will be affordable to this transit-oriented location downtown  
- It focuses on connecting to Caltrain by guiding residents and visitors between the station and a public redwood square. 
- It extends Murphy Avenue and adds to downtown's vibrancy with ground floor commercial and a public square.  
- Sares Regis followed an extensive and impressive community engagement process.    
 
Here are some things the Commission might consider in its deliberations:  
- Encourage the developer increase the residential building height and density to add both more market-rate and 
affordable units in this transit-oriented location.  There is very little single family residential that will be impacted by 
additional height. 
 - Would the developer consider providing long-term transit passes to residents as a TDM measure that would allow it to 
reduce the amount of parking? The current proposal of 1-free month is insufficient to shift behavior long-term.  
 - Could the developer increase the amount of bicycle parking, including larger secure parking for cargo bikes and 
ebikes?  
 
These three enhancements will make this already great urban project even better.  Will you please consider ensuring 
they become part of the final project?   
 
Thank you for considering my perspective.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carlin Black 
A neighbor in San Jose who has learned to love Murphy Avenue. 
--  
Carlin Black 
THS Blood Drive Chair  
 
Aka J’Carlin 











Dr. Gary M. Gold & Associates 
O P T O M E T R I S T S 

130 S. Sunnyvale Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

 
 

 
 
 
 
7/24/20 
 
City of Sunnyvale 
Planning Commission 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
 
Re: DSP & Citiline Phase 2 
 
As a board member of the SDA I enthusiastically support the Downtown Specific Plan.  In 
concert with this I fully support Phase 2 of Citiline’s redevelopment project.  This letter also 
speaks to the sentiments of the SDA board and its role as representatives for the downtown 
businesses. 
 
There were items that needed attention in aspects of Citiline’s development as it related to 
downtown businesses that have been worked out to all parties benefit. 
 
I am excited that the many shareholders are working together to create a diverse, unified, and 
vibrant downtown. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Gary Gold 
Interim Chair of the SDA 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Hannah Follweiler < >
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:34 PM
To: OCM AP; Glenn Hendricks; Russ Melton; Michael S. Goldman; Nancy Smith; Larry Klein; 

Gustav Larsson; Mason Fong; CityClerk AP; Trudi Ryan; Noren Caliva-Lepe; 
PlanningCommission AP; Planning AP; ; Travis Duncan; 
Michelle King; Shaunn Mendrin

Subject: Input on Cityline Project by Sares Regis

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 
 
Dear Planning Commissioners, Planning Staff, & Sares Regis, 
 
My name is Hannah and I want the best possible development projects to be built in our community. 
 
That's why I want to offer some ideas on what I like about the Cityline project, as well as what you can do to make sure 
it's the best project possible. 
 
Sares Regis's impressive project will bring people to downtown and create a vibrant place. 
 
Here are some things to like about the current proposal: 
- The developer is bringing 793 homes, of which 11% will be affordable to this transit-oriented location downtown 
- It focuses on connecting to Caltrain by guiding residents and visitors between the station and a public redwood square. 
- It extends Murphy Avenue and adds to downtown's vibrancy with ground floor commercial and a public square. 
- Sares Regis followed an extensive and impressive community engagement process 
 
And here are some things the Commission might consider in its deliberations: 
- Could the developer increase the residential building height and density to add both more market-rate and affordable 
units in this transit-oriented location? 
 
- While the development is building to a level of sustainability above city requirements, could the developer move up to 
the Build it Green "Platinum" standard? 
 
- Could Sares Regis increase the percent of parking spaces for electric vehicles? 
 
- Would the developer consider providing long-term transit passes to residents as a TDM measure that would allow it to 
reduce the amount of parking? The current proposal of 1-free month is insufficient to shift behavior long-term. 
 
- Could the developer increase the amount of bicycle parking, including larger secure parking for cargo bikes and ebikes? 
 
Catalyze SV's members have good ideas for how to make this project even better. Will you please consider ensuring they 
become part of the final project? 
 
Thank you for considering my perspective. 
 
Sincerely, 
Hannah Follweiler 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: James VanPernis < >
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 10:40 PM
To: PlanningCommission AP
Cc: John Cordes
Subject: I Encourage you Sunnyvale Planning Commissioners to support the BPAC's 

recommendations being included within the Downtown Specific Plan

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 
 
Dear Sunnyvale Planning Commissioners, 
 
I am sending this email to encourage you all, during your July 27th meeting, to vote in support the BPAC’s additional 
recommendations being specifically included within the Downtown Specific Plan. 
 
I also, in general, encourage you all to vote to support the Downtown Parking Study Issues Recommendations’ (agenda 
item #2). 
 
Thank you for your time and attention regarding these issues. 
 
Jim van Pernis - a Sunnyvale resident homeowner since 1981. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

2001 Gateway Place, Suite 101E 
San Jose, California 95110 

(408)501-7864 svlg.org 
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July 24, 2020 

  

 Chair Howard and Honorable Commissioners 

Sunnyvale City Hall 

 456 W Olive Ave,  

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

 

 

RE:  Support for CityLine Phase II, Downtown Sunnyvale 

 

Dear Chair Howard, Vice Chair Simons, and Honorable Commissioners Harrison, Howe, 

Olevson, Rheaume, and Weiss,   

 

On behalf of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, I am writing to express our support for 

the CityLine Phase II development proposed by the Sares-Regis Group. The Leadership 

Group is a strong supporter of transit-oriented development proposals like the one at 

hand. We are eager to support projects that will reduce commute times for employees, 

overall traffic congestion, and harmful environmental pollutants for Sunnyvale and the 

Silicon Valley as a whole.  

 

The Silicon Valley Leadership Group was founded in 1978 by David Packard, Co-Founder 

of Hewlett Packard. Today, the Leadership Group is driven by more than 330 CEOs/Senior 

Executives to proactively tackle issues to improve our communities and strengthen our 

economy, with a focus on education, energy, the environment, health care, housing, tax 

policy, tech & innovation policy, and transportation.  
 

We are excited by the ample opportunity that the proposed development would bring 

to downtown Sunnyvale. The proposal would bring 792 homes, including market-rate and 

affordable options, to our downtown core. Of those homes, the mix of home types 

includes studios to three bedroom options as well as townhomes that would blend with 

the existing neighborhood look. This choice brings harmony to the look and feel of the 

downtown while providing high quality housing options for a wide range of potential 

residents.  

 

Additionally, the proposal is directly next to the downtown Sunnyvale Caltrain station. The 

location provides easy commute access for future residents in the home development, 

but also allows for easy commuting for employees of the office and retail spaces. Further, 

we are looking forward to how this development will complement the first phase of 

CityLine as well as the rest of the downtown core.   

 

The Leadership Group proudly supports thoughtful, transit-oriented residential 

developments like the one before you. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
Kat Wortham  

Senior Associate, Health & Housing Policy  

Silicon Valley Leadership Group 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Kathleen Meagher 
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2020 3:54 PM
To: PlanningCommission AP
Subject: Downtown Parking Study Issues Recommendations

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Planning Commission,  
 
I am writing to encourage you to support the Downtown Parking Study Issues Recommendations. I would especially urge 
you to support the recommendations from the Sunnyvale BPAC to remove all on-street parallel parking (excluding ADA 
accessible spaces, pickup/dropoff spaces and short term parking) and to see that all residential and commercial parking 
be unbundled - except for owner occupied. 
 
I am a 45-year resident of the City and frequent bicyclist. I often go by bike either to or through downtown on my way to 
errands or appointments in Sunnyvale and Mountain View. I would feel much safer as a bicyclist (and occasional 
pedestrian) if cars were parked in the underutilized downtown parking garages rather than the street. I love that 
Murphy Street is currently car-free. 
 
I believe if downtown were safer for both bicyclists and pedestrians more residents would opt to walk, bike, or take 
public transit to downtown, helping Sunnyvale in its efforts to reach its greenhouse gas reduction goal while also 
implementing some of the strategies put forth in the Climate Action Playbook. 
 
Lastly, I urge you to include the BPAC's recommendations in the Downtown Specific Plan. Fewer cars on the streets in 
downtown will make Sunnyvale a greener, safer, more livable city. 
 
Thanks you for your time and consideration of my views, 
Kathy Meagher 
Sunnyvale Resident 
Member, Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: kirk vartan < >
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:16 AM
To: OCM AP; Glenn Hendricks; Russ Melton; Michael S. Goldman; Nancy Smith; Larry Klein; 

Gustav Larsson; Mason Fong; CityClerk AP; Trudi Ryan; Noren Caliva-Lepe; 
PlanningCommission AP; Planning AP; ; Travis Duncan; 
Michelle King; Shaunn Mendrin

Subject: Input on Cityline Project by Sares Regis

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 
 
Dear Planning Commissioners, Planning Staff, & Sares Regis, 
 
I want the best possible development projects to be built in our community. I would like to see a placemaking plan in 
place for this area so that there is the maximum capability for an enhanced ground-floor experience for the community 
and the public. In this area, you need to maximize the ground floor engagement. Please do this!!!! 
 
 
 
 
That's why I want to offer some ideas on what I like about the Cityline project, as well as what you can do to make sure 
it's the best project possible. 
 
Sares Regis's impressive project will bring people to downtown and create a vibrant place. 
 
Here are some things to like about the current proposal: 
- The developer is bringing 793 homes, of which 11% will be affordable to this transit-oriented location downtown 
- It focuses on connecting to Caltrain by guiding residents and visitors between the station and a public redwood square. 
- It extends Murphy Avenue and adds to downtown's vibrancy with ground floor commercial and a public square. 
- Sares Regis followed an extensive and impressive community engagement process 
 
And here are some things the Commission might consider in its deliberations: 
- Could the developer increase the residential building height and density to add both more market-rate and affordable 
units in this transit-oriented location? 
 
- While the development is building to a level of sustainability above city requirements, could the developer move up to 
the Build it Green "Platinum" standard? 
 
- Could Sares Regis increase the percent of parking spaces for electric vehicles? 
 
- Would the developer consider providing long-term transit passes to residents as a TDM measure that would allow it to 
reduce the amount of parking? The current proposal of 1-free month is insufficient to shift behavior long-term. 
 
- Could the developer increase the amount of bicycle parking, including larger secure parking for cargo bikes and ebikes? 
 
Catalyze SV's members have good ideas for how to make this project even better. Will you please consider ensuring they 
become part of the final project? 
 
Thank you for considering my perspective. 
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Sincerely, 
 
Kirk Vartan 



July 24, 2020 

Sunnyvale Planning Commission  

Dear Members of the Planing Commission, 

As a board member and recording secretary of the Sunnyvale Downtown Association, I 
support the City’s DSP and Phase 2 of Cityline’s Development Plan. We believe this plan is 
best for our downtown as a whole, supporting both our existing SDA members and the 
new CityLine development. With this letter, I am asking you to approve CityLine’s 
development plan. 

Sincerely, 

Leigh Odum
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Marvel Ang < >
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 2:30 PM
To: OCM AP; Glenn Hendricks; Russ Melton; Michael S. Goldman; Nancy Smith; Larry Klein; 

Gustav Larsson; Mason Fong; CityClerk AP; Trudi Ryan; Noren Caliva-Lepe; 
PlanningCommission AP; Planning AP; ; Travis Duncan; 
Michelle King; Shaunn Mendrin

Subject: Input on Cityline Project by Sares Regis

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Dear Planning Commissioners, Planning Staff, & Sares Regis, 
 
I want the best possible development projects to be built in our community.  
 
That's why I want to offer some ideas on what I like about the Cityline project, as well as what you can do to make sure 
it's the best project possible.  
 
Sares Regis's impressive project will bring people to downtown and create a vibrant place. 
 
Here are some things to like about the current proposal: 
- The developer is bringing 793 homes, of which 11% will be affordable to this transit-oriented location downtown 
- It focuses on connecting to Caltrain by guiding residents and visitors between the station and a public redwood square. 
- It extends Murphy Avenue and adds to downtown's vibrancy with ground floor commercial and a public square. 
- Sares Regis followed an extensive and impressive community engagement process  
 
And here are some things the Commission might consider in its deliberations: 
- Could the developer increase the residential building height and density to add both more market-rate and affordable 
units in this transit-oriented location? 
 
- While the development is building to a level of sustainability above city requirements, could the developer move up to 
the Build it Green "Platinum" standard?  
 
- Could Sares Regis increase the percent of parking spaces for electric vehicles? 
 
- Would the developer consider providing long-term transit passes to residents as a TDM measure that would allow it to 
reduce the amount of parking? The current proposal of 1-free month is insufficient to shift behavior long-term.  
 
- Could the developer increase the amount of bicycle parking, including larger secure parking for cargo bikes and ebikes? 
 
Catalyze SV's members have good ideas for how to make this project even better. Will you please consider ensuring they 
become part of the final project? 
 
Thank you for considering my perspective. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Michael Abramson < >
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 6:32 PM
To: OCM AP; Glenn Hendricks; Russ Melton; Michael S. Goldman; Nancy Smith; Larry Klein; 

Gustav Larsson; Mason Fong; CityClerk AP; Trudi Ryan; Noren Caliva-Lepe; 
PlanningCommission AP; Planning AP; g; Travis Duncan; 
Michelle King; Shaunn Mendrin

Subject: Input on Cityline Project by Sares Regis

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Dear Planning Commissioners, Planning Staff, & Sares Regis, 
 
I want the best possible development projects to be built in our community.  
 
That's why I want to offer some ideas on what I like about the Cityline project, as well as what you can do to make sure 
it's the best project possible.  
 
Sares Regis's impressive project will bring people to downtown and create a vibrant place. 
 
Here are some things to like about the current proposal: 
- The developer is bringing 793 homes, of which 11% will be affordable to this transit-oriented location downtown 
- It focuses on connecting to Caltrain by guiding residents and visitors between the station and a public redwood square. 
- It extends Murphy Avenue and adds to downtown's vibrancy with ground floor commercial and a public square. 
- Sares Regis followed an extensive and impressive community engagement process  
 
And here are some things the Commission might consider in its deliberations: 
- Could the developer increase the residential building height and density to add both more market-rate and affordable 
units in this transit-oriented location? 
 
- While the development is building to a level of sustainability above city requirements, could the developer move up to 
the Build it Green "Platinum" standard?  
 
- Could Sares Regis increase the percent of parking spaces for electric vehicles? 
 
- Would the developer consider providing long-term transit passes to residents as a TDM measure that would allow it to 
reduce the amount of parking? The current proposal of 1-free month is insufficient to shift behavior long-term.  
 
- Could the developer increase the amount of bicycle parking, including larger secure parking for cargo bikes and ebikes? 
 
Catalyze SV's members have good ideas for how to make this project even better. Will you please consider ensuring they 
become part of the final project? 
 
Thank you for considering my perspective. 
 
Sincerely,  
Michael Abramson 
South Bay YIMBY 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Mike Serrone < >
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 9:25 AM
To: PlanningCommission AP; Council AnswerPoint
Subject: Items 20-0179 Downtown Specific Plan Amendment and 20-0342 DEVELOPMENT 

AGREEMENT between the City of,Sunnyvale and STC Venture LLC (CityLine)

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Members of the Planning Commission, 

The Downtown Specific Plan Amendment and the Development Agreement with CityLine are critical next steps in the 
long and winding road leading to revival of our downtown. I urge you to recommend that the City Council approve both 
the Amendment and the Development Agreement. 

Over the past several years, CityLine has held many, many outreach meetings, meetings with the Planning 
Commission,  with the City Council, with staff, meetings with Livable Sunnyvale and other organizations. A search of the 
City meeting files shows 28 reports or actions going back to 2017 related to the CityLine development. 

My sense is that this development has had more reviews than all other current projects combined. And CityLine has 
been very responsive to feedback from the City and the public, making extensive changes based on the input they 
received. 

Recently, Livable Sunnyvale along with Catalyze SV reviewed the latest proposal from CityLine. Both organizations 
endorsed the project. 

At this point, I do not believe that there is any improvement or refinement to either of these items that is worth 
delaying this development by a single day.  

Downtown has been mostly vacant for so long we have accepted it as the new normal, but there has been a major 
impact on revenues to the City and our quality of life from the very long delays. CityLine has the financing and the 
expertise to complete this development. We are fortunate to have a good partner willing to invest in our City. We 
should seize the opportunity and let this move ahead. Any minor details that have not been previously addressed can be 
dealt with later. 

The comments above would be my recommendation if we weren't in the middle of a pandemic. But the pandemic 
makes it even more critical that we start this  development. Downtown construction will be very disruptive, but at this 
point there is very little to disrupt. Any work that can be done while we are in partial shutdown will be a good thing. And 
anything that is open for business next year when the economy starts to come back will also be a good thing. 

Even more of a concern: Investors in CityLine and other Sunnyvale projects may decide to direct their funding into one 
of the many countries that has successfully dealt with the coronavirus and is in economic recovery. We should not 
assume that we can delay this development indefinitely. 

Please give a strong referral of these items to Council and urge them to act quickly so that work rebuilding downtown 
can start immediately 

Respectfully, 
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Mike Serrone 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Paul Bickmore < m>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 12:29 PM
To: OCM AP; Glenn Hendricks; Russ Melton; Michael S. Goldman; Nancy Smith; Larry Klein; 

Gustav Larsson; Mason Fong; CityClerk AP; Trudi Ryan; Noren Caliva-Lepe; 
PlanningCommission AP; Planning AP; Travis Duncan; Michelle King; Shaunn Mendrin

Subject: The Cityline Project

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Dear Planning Commissioners, Planning Staff, & Sares Regis, 

I like the Cityline project, want you to make it the best project possible.  
 
Here are some things to like about the current proposal: 
- We're getting seven hundred ninety-three homes, almost one ninth of which will be affordable  
- It focuses on connecting to Caltrain by guiding residents and visitors between the station and a public redwood square. 
- It extends Murphy Avenue and adds to downtown's vibrancy with ground floor commercial and a public square. 
 
And here are some things the Commission might consider in its deliberations: 
- Could the developer increase the residential building height and density to add both more market-rate and affordable 
units? 
 
- Would the developer and city consider reducing the amount of parking in this transit-oriented location? Providing 
long-term transit passes to residents as a T.D.M. measure might make this easier to do, as the current proposal of 
one free month is not much.  
 
- Could the developer increase the amount of bicycle parking, including larger secure parking for cargo bikes and ebikes? 
 
Catalyze SV's members in our community (like me) have good ideas for how to make this project even better. Ensure 
we are included in improving the final project 
 
Thank you, 

Paul Bickmore 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Rahul @ Oxford < >
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 10:50 PM
To: PlanningCommission AP
Subject: Supporting Cityline's Phase 2 development of Sunnyvale downtown

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

To the Sunnyvale Planning Commission,  
 
This letter is to voice The Oxford Gastropubs full and complete support of  the continuing efforts by Cityline specifically 
its Phase 2 development of the Sunnyvale downtown. 
 
As a board member on the SDA I recognize and respect the important contribution Cityline is making to the downtown 
fabric of Sunnyvale which in turn positively impacts the business(s). 
 
Given their proven track record myself and other board members of the SDA feel confident that this development is in 
the best possible hands. 
 
Thank you and look forward to a positive response. 
 
--  
 
regards, 
Rahul Nair 
Managing Partner 
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Planning AP
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 9:28 AM
To: Bonnie Filipovic; PlanningCommission AP
Subject: FW: Please make downtown Sunnyvale better for biking and walking.

And another one . . . 
 
Jon 
 

From: Sharlene Liu < >  
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:57 PM 
To: Planning AP <planning@sunnyvale.ca.gov>;  
Subject: Please make downtown Sunnyvale better for biking and walking. 
 

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Dear Planning commissioners, 
 
I urge you to approve the recommendations and the additional recommendations requested by 
the Sunnyvale Bicycle and Pedestrian Commission in the Downtown Specific Plan.   Please support 
the ‘Downtown Parking Study Issues Recommendations’ in general. Please support the recommendations 
from the Sunnyvale BPAC:    

1. Remove all on-street parallel parking, excepting Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

accessible parking spaces, pickup/drop-off spaces, and short term parking spaces.  

2. Strongly recommend that all parking, both residential and commercial, be unbundled within the 

district, except for owner occupied  

 
Thank you, 
Sharlene Liu 
Sunnyvale resident at  
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Planning AP
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 9:24 AM
To: Bonnie Filipovic; PlanningCommission AP
Subject: FW: Please make downtown Sunnyvale better for biking and walking.

Hey Bonnie, 
 
Think this one is more your speed. 
 
Jon 
 
 

 
 

Follow us on: 

     

Jon de Ridder 
Administrative Aide 
Community Development Department 
Planning Division 
 
Phone:  408-730-7402 
Planning Answer Point: 408-730-7440 
Sunnyvale.ca.gov 
 
*Due to the shelter in place order for Santa Clara County, the 
Sunnyvale Community Development Department is closed to in-
person services. Limited staff services, such as obtaining zoning 
information, are available via email 
at planning@sunnyvale.ca.gov. You may also visit the City 
webpage for updates 
- https://sunnyvale.ca.gov/news/topics/coronavirus.htm. 

 
 
 
 

From: Steve Archer >  
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 5:39 PM 
To:  Planning AP <planning@sunnyvale.ca.gov> 
Subject: Please make downtown Sunnyvale better for biking and walking. 
 

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Dear Planning commissioners,  
 

I support the ‘Downtown Parking Study Issues Recommendations’ in general and additionally encourage 

the Planning Commission to support the recommendations from the Sunnyvale BPAC:   
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1. Remove all on-street parallel parking, excepting Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

accessible parking spaces, pickup/drop-off spaces, and short term parking spaces.  

2. Strongly recommend that all parking, both residential and commercial, be unbundled within the 

district, except for owner occupied 

 
 
 
 
Thank you, 
Steve Archer 
Sunnyvale resident and avid cyclist  
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Bonnie Filipovic

From: Tara Martin-Milius < >
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 9:53 PM
To: PlanningCommission AP
Subject: CityLine Item

ATTN: Email is from an external source; Stop, Look, and Think before opening attachments or links. 

Hello, Planning Commissioners, 
 
Please approve the Downtown Specific Plan Amendment and the Cityline Development 
Agreement on Monday night.   
 
This is a timely next step toward the downtown completion. Cityline's project with the public 
plaza in the center brings retail, housing and jobs to transit, TOD and mixed-use in our 
downtown!   As a long-time proponent of affordable housing, and open space, I support this 
project, and have since it started.  There are also significant community benefits.   
 
Go high, go dense, go green! 
 
Regards, 
Tara Martin-Milius 
 
 







Ktea Cafe 
139 S Murphy Ave 

Sunnyvale, Ca 94086 

 

 

 

7/25/2020 

City of Sunnyvale 
Planning Commission  

Sunnyvale, Ca 94086 

Re: SDA’s support of the DSP and Phase 2 of the Cityline Development  

 

As a Business Owner, Board Member and Treasure with the Sunnyvale Downtown Association. I 

would like to welcome and express my appreciation for the beginning of a long-lasting business 

relationship with Cityline working to support the entire Sunnyvale downtown and working with 

the SDA.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Katie Voong 

Owner, Ktea Café 

Kteacafe@gmail.com 
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